We determine the homeomorphism (resp. diffeomorphism) types of those 2-connected 7-manifolds (resp. smooth 2-connected 7-manifolds) that admit regular circle actions (resp. smooth regular circle actions).
Introduction
In this paper all manifolds under consideration are closed, oriented and topological, unless otherwise stated. Moreover, all homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms are to be orientation preserving. Given a positive integer n let S n (resp. D n+1 ) be the diffeomorphism type of the unit n-sphere (resp. the unit (n + 1)-disk) in (n + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space R n+1 . Definition 1.1. A circle action S 1 × M → M on a manifold M is called regular if this action is free and the orbit space N := M/S 1 (with quotient topology) is a manifold.
Similarly, a smooth circle action S 1 × M → M on a smooth manifold M is called regular if this action is free (see [26, p.38 
, Proposition 5.2]).
For a given manifold M one can ask Problem 1.2. Does M admit a regular circle action?
Solutions to Problem 1.2 can have direct implications in contact topology. For example, the Boothby-Wang theorem implies that the existence # 2r S 3 × S 4 #M c 6m,(1+c)k , c ∈ {0, 1} , r ∈ N and m, k ∈ Z.
All diffeomorphism classes of the smooth 2-connected 7-manifolds that admit smooth regular circle actions are represented by # 2r S 3 × S 4 #M 0 6(a+1)m,(a+1)k #Σ (1−a)m , a ∈ {0, 1}, r ∈ N, m, k ∈ Z.
In the course to establish Theorem 1.3 we obtain also a classification of the 6-manifolds that can appear as the orbit spaces of some regular circle actions on 2-connected 7-manifolds, see Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 in Section 2. In addition, Theorem 1.3 has some direct consequences which are discussed in Section 4.
The homeomorphism types of the orbit spaces
In this section we determine the homeomorphism types of those 6-manifolds which can appear as the orbit spaces of some regular circle actions on 2-connected 7-manifolds.
A 2-connected 7-manifold M with a regular circle action defines a principal S 1 -bundle M → N with base space N = M/S 1 [9] . Fixing an orientation on S 1 once and for all, and let N be furnished with the orientation compactible with that on M . From the homotopy exact sequence 0 → π 2 (M ) → π 2 (N ) → π 1 (S 1 ) → π 1 (M ) → π 1 (N ) → 0 of the fibration one finds that π 1 (N ) = 0; π 2 (N ) ∼ = π 1 (S 1 ) ∼ = Z.
Consequently N is a 1-connected 6-manifold with H 2 (N ) ∼ = Z.
Conversely, for a 1-connected 6-manifold N with H 2 (N ) ∼ = Z let t ∈ H 2 (N ) ∼ = Z be a generator and let S 1 ֒→ N t → N be the oriented circle bundle over N with Euler class t. From the homotopy exact sequence of this fibration we find that N t is 2-connected with the canonical orientation as the total space of the circle bundle. Summarizing we get Lemma 2.1. Let S 1 × M → M be a regular circle action on a 2-connected 7-manifold M with orbit space N . Then N is a 1-connected 6-manifold with H 2 (N ) ∼ = Z.
Conversely, every 1-connected 6-manifold N with H 2 (N ) ∼ = Z can be realized as the orbit space of some regular circle action on a 2-connected 7-manifold.
In view of Lemma 2.1 the classification of those 1-connected 6-manifolds N with H 2 (N ) ∼ = Z amounts to a crucial step toward a solution to Problem 1.2. In terms of the known invariants for 1-connected 6-manifolds due to Jupp [14] and Wall [27] we can enumerate all these manifolds in the next result.
Denote by Θ the set of equivalence classes [N, t] of the pairs (N, t) with N a 1-connected 6-manifold whose integral cohomology satisfies 
determined by the following properties
ii) the second Stiefel-Whitney class w 2 (N ) and the first Pontrjagin class p 1 (N ) of N are given by ε([N, t])t mod 2 and p([N, t])x, respectively;
iii) the class ∆(N ) ≡ δ([N, t])x mod 2 ∈ H 4 (N ; Z 2 ) is the KirbySiebenmann invariant of N , where the Kirby-Siebenmann invariant ∆(V ) of a manifold V is the obstruction to lift the classifying map V → BT OP for the stable tangent bundle of V to BP L, and where BT OP and BP L are the classifying spaces for the stable T OP bundles and P L bundles, respectively [15] .
Moreover, the system {k, p, ε, δ} is a set of complete invariants for elements [N, t] ∈ Θ that is subject to the following constraints:
In addition, the manifold N is smoothable if and only if δ([N, t]) = 0.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of [14, Theorem 0; Theorem 1]. In particular, the expressions of the function p are deduced from the following relation on H 6 (N ) which holds for all d ∈ Z: 
Invariants for 2-connected 7-manifolds
Recall from Eells, Kuiper [7] , Kreck, Stolz [16] and Wilkens [29] that associated to each 2-connected 7-manifold M there is a system {H, i) H is the forth integral cohomology group H 4 (M ) [29] ; ii) p 1 2 (M ) ∈ H is the first spin characteristic class [25] introduced by Wilkens [29] in smooth category and extended to topological category by Lemma 6.5 
Furthermore, if the manifold M is smooth and bounds a smooth 8-manifold W with the induced map j * : H 4 (W, M ; Q) → H 4 (W ; Q) an isomorphism, then v) the invariant µ ∈ Q/Z is firstly defined in [7] for a spin W and extended in [16] for a general W , whose value is given by the formula
where z ∈ H 2 (W ) satisfies w 2 (W ) = z mod 2, σ(W ) is the signature of the intersection form on H 4 (W, M ; Q), and where p 2 1 (W ), z 2 · p 1 (W ) and z 4 are the characteristic numbers
respectively. Finally, if M is topological and bounds a topological 8-manifold W with the induced map j * : H 4 (W, M ; Q) → H 4 (W ; Q) an isomorphism, then vi) the topological invariant s 1 ∈ Q/Z is defined in [16] whose value is given by
Example 3.1. Let N t be the total space of the circle bundle over [N, t] ∈ Θ. Then the system {H,
2 , b, ∆, µ, s 1 } of invariants for the manifold N t can be expressed in terms of the invariants for Θ introduced in Lemma 2.2 as follows. For simplicity we write p, k, ε and δ in place of
, where π : N t → N is the bundle projection and
iii)
in the Gysin sequence of the fibration N t π → N and from the relation t 2 = kx on H 4 (N ) we find that H 4 (N t ) ∼ = Z k with generator π * (x). This shows i).
Next, let f : N → BT OP be the classifying map for the stable tangent bundle of N . In view of the decomposition T N t ∼ = π * T N ⊕ ε 1 (ε 1 denotes the trivial line bundle) for the tangent bundle of N t the classifying map for the stable tangent bundle of N t is given by the composition f • π : N t → N → BT OP . It follows that the Kirby-Siebenmann invariant ∆(N t ) of the manifold N t is π * ∆(N ) ≡ δπ * (x) mod 2. This shows ii).
To calculate the remaining invariants 
This shows iii).
To compute the linking form b of N t we can assume that k = 0. Consider the commutative ladder of exact sequences
This shows iv).
Since the induced map j * :
is clearly an isomorphism when k = 0, the invariants µ and s 1 are defined for N t . Moreover, from the Lefschetz duality and the relation j * (y) = kπ * 0 (x) we get
Therefore we can take z = (1-ε)π * 0 (t) in the formulae for µ and s 1 , and as a result
As the group H 4 (W t , N t ) ∼ = Z is generated by y = φ(t) with the relation j * (y) = kπ * 0 (x), the isomorphism
by the Lefschetz duality, together with the formulae for p 1 (W t ) and z 2 above, implies the relations below
Substituting these values in the formulae for µ and s 1 yields v) and vi) respectively. This completes the computation of the invariant system for the manifolds N t .
Example 3.2. The invariant system {H, ∆,
l,k has been computed by Crowley and Escher [3] for the case of c = 0. We extend their calculation as to include the exceptional case of c = 1.
Firstly, since h M : M 1 l,k → M 0 l,k is a homotopy equivalence we get i) and ii) from the relations 
To calculate the remaining invariants
homotopy equivalence between 8-manifolds with boundary. Consider the following commutative diagram analoguing to the one [3, (7)] due to Crowley and Escher in the PL-category(see also Section 1)
and associate an integer p(W c l, 
and hence
where
is the generator of [W 0 l,k , G/T OP ] and p 1 ∈ H 4 (BT OP ) is the first Pontrjagin class [14] . It is shown in [24, Lemma 13.3,Proposition 13.4] that a generator g of [S 4 , G/T OP ] corresponds to a topological bundle ξ with classifying map i • g and Pontrjagin class p 1 (ξ) = g * i * p 1 = ±24ι. With an appropriate choice of ±d :
This, together with the fact p(W 0 l,k ) = 2(k + 2l) [19] and the formula for
l,k we get iv). Finally, we compute s 1 (M c l,k ). The exact sequence
is an isomorphism for k = 0 the invariant s 1 is defined for M c l,k . It follows from the Lefschetz duality and the relation j * (β) = kα that σ(W c l,k ) = |k| k . On the other hand, the formula for p(W c l,k ), together with the relation j * (β) = kα and the isomorphism
by the Lefschetz duality, implies that
In addition, the relation w 2 (W 1 l,k ) = w 2 (W 0 l,k ) = 0 indicates that we can take z = 0 in the formula of s 1 . Substituting the values of σ(W c l,k ), z, p 2 1 (W c l,k ) in the formula for s 1 shows v).
Similarly, we refer vi) to Crowley and Escher [3] . This completes the computation of the invariant system for the manifolds M c l,k .
Circle bundles over [N, t] ∈ Θ
In this section we will prove Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 which identify the homeomorphism and diffeomorphism types of the manifolds N t with certain M c l,k .
Lemma 3.3. Let N t be the total space of the circle bundle over [N, t] ∈ Θ. Then there is a homeomorphism N t ∼ = M c l,k where
Proof. We divide the proof into two cases depending on ∆(N t ) ≡ 0 or 1 mod 2. [29] showed that the system {H, p 1 2 , b} of invariants classifies N t and M 0 l,k up to homeomorphism. Moreover, Crowley and Escher [3] proved that this ambiguity can be realized by some M 0 l,k whose homeomorphism types can be distinguished by the invariant s 1 and hence the system {H, 
p([N,t])+(3ε([N,t])−4)·k([N,t])−24 4
).
It suffices to construct a homotopy equivalence q :
According to Lemma 2.2 there exists a manifold ii) the primary obstruction to finding a null-homotopy of
Pulling h N back by the bundle projection π ′ :
On the other hand, by the result of Case 1 we get a homeomorphism u : 
iii) the maps d send a homotopy class to its primary obstruction to null-homotopy.
The diagrams above, together with the relations
This completes the proof of Case 2.
The following lemma plays a key role in the proof of Lemma 3.5 and its proof will be postponed to the end of this section. 
, (1−ε([N,t]))·(p([N,t])−4k([N,t])) 24
Proof. In the case of k([N, t]) = 0 it is shown in [3] that the system {H, Assume next that k([N, t]) = 0 and let W be the 8-manifold given by Lemma 3.4. We can take a closed tubular neighborhood E of an embedding h : S 4 ֒→ Interior W which is also a homotopy equivalence [20, Lemma 6] . As H i (W \Interior E, ∂E) ∼ = H i (W, E) = 0 for all i by the excision theorem, W \Interior E is an h-cobordism between ∂W and ∂E. Hence we get the diffeomorphisms ∂W ∼ = ∂E ∼ = M 0 l,k for some l, k ∈ Z by the hcobordism theorem [21, Theorem 9.1] and the fact that E is the total space of the normal disk bundle of the embedding h. Comparing the invariants {H, [3]. This shows
which completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. The construction of W and the corresponding calculations will be divided into two cases depending on ε([N, t]) = 0 or 1. Let π 0 : W t → N be the associated disk bundle of the circle bundle π : N t → N . Case 1. ε([N, t]) = 1: Take an embedding f : S 2 ֒→ Interior W t that represents a generator of the group H 2 (W t ) ∼ = Z. Since w 2 (W t ) = 0(see Example 3.1), the f extends to an embedding f : S 2 × D 6 ֒→ Interior W t . The 8-manifold W is obtained from W t by surgery along f . On one hand, it is clear that ∂W ∼ = ∂W t ∼ = N t . On the other hand, from the homotopy equivalences
with X the trace of the surgery [1, P.83-84] we find that W is 3-connected with H 4 (W ) ∼ = H 4 (X) ∼ = Z. Moreover, since N t is 2-connected and W is 3-connected we can conclude that 
and let 
From the isomorphism
by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence with α ∈ H 4 (W t ) ∼ = Z the generator satisfies π * 0 x, α = 1 (see Section 2) and i 1 : CP 2 → W ′ , i 2 : W t → W ′ the inclusions, we can see below that the intersection matrix of W ′ with respect to the basis
. First observe that
as the normal bundle of i 1 is trivial. Next since the self-intersection number of i 2 * α is the same as that of α and the homomorphism j * :
is trivial (see Example 3.1), this implies
where D Wt α denotes the Lefschetz duality of α. Finally we have
the inclusion and where π * 0 x = i * 2 j ′ * x 1 follows from the relations π
. Thus the signature σ(W ′ ) is 0.
We can take z to be a generator of 
. Therefore we can see that
Again from these relations and the intersection form of W ′ we get
Consequently, substituting these values in the formula of µ, this implies 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 and applications
We establish Theorem 1.3 and present some applications.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let M be a 2-connected 7-manifold with a regular circle action. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 M is the total space of the oriented circle bundle over N # r S 3 × S 3 with Euler class t ∈ H 2 (N # r S 3 × S 3 ) ∼ = Z a generator, where [N, t] ∈ Θ, r ∈ N. Identify t with the generator t ∈ H 2 (N ) ∼ = Z under the isomorphism H 2 (N ) → H 2 (N # r S 3 × S 3 ) induced by the map N # r S 3 × S 3 → N collapsing # r S 3 × S 3 to a point. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 it suffices to show that M ∼ = N t # 2r S 3 × S 4 .
Consider the decomposition
with D i ∼ = D 6 and f : ∂D 2 → ∂D 1 a diffeomorphism. Since the restriction of the bundle N t → N on D 1 is trivial and N t ∼ = N t #S 7 one has the corresponding decomposition
where id is the identity on S 1 , and where
Since M 0 can be easily identified with the total space of the oriented circle bundle over CP 3 # r S 3 × S 3 with Euler class a proper generator of 
